SECONDARIES
IN 7 SLIDES

How the crisis
could boost
secondaries

Managers see a looming recession
Evercore’s Nigel Dawn and Dale Addeo say the first half of 2020 will likely see less than $10bn in deal activity, down from
$42bn in the first half of 2019
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for more findings from
Setter Capital’s latest
buyer and fund
manager surveys
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...and the denominator effect could drive sales
Falling public market values could see LPs selling stakes as secondaries, sister publication Private Equity International found
in a recent survey of LPs

As an LP, will you be more active on the secondaries market
as a seller in direct response to the likely denominator effect?
Yes 5%
We are considering it 16%

12.6%
The average amount that fund managers
surveyed by Setter Capital expect public
markets will be down this year

21%

Share of LPs surveyed by PEI who are
considering or planning to be more active
secondaries sellers in direct response to
the denominator effect

No 79%

Source: PEI

Source: Setter Capital April 2020 Manager Survey, PEI

to read more about how
some see the crisis as an
opportunity for
secondaries

The economic
shock caused by
the coronavirus is
already filtering
into the asset class
Rod James,
Secondaries Investor

Traditional secondaries dealﬂow will take a hit
While investors wait for valuations to catch up to the new market realities, secondaries dealflow will likely fall far below 2019
activity levels

to read more about
historical trends in
secondaries

Secondaries transactions, by the numbers...

9.4

Number of months before
secondaries market activity
is expected to return to precrisis normal, according to
Setter Capital

12.6%

Average expected NAV decline
for Q2 2020 from Q4 2019
NAVs, per Setter Capital

$88bn
Total volume of secondaries transactions in 2019,
according to Greenhill

25.6%

Amount secondaries fundraising is expected to be down year-on-year
by end of 2020, per Setter Capital
Source: Setter Capital, PEI, Greenhill

11%

Percentage of LPs surveyed by PEI
who plan to seek a secondaries
process to give portfolios more
time to create value

People are putting
on their thinking
caps and looking
at creative ways to
come up with longterm solutions
Trey Muldrow, Akin Gump

47.2%

Predicted decrease in pricing of energy
strategies in the near term

But structured deals offer near-term opportunities
Investors say structured transactions present immediate opportunities for savvy investors

Preferred equity
Nigel Dawn and Dale Addeo of
Evercore say preferred equity
pipelines through April 2020 were
already outpacing full-year 2019,
during which there was roughly $3.7
billion of deal volume.

A pair of hypothetical $1bn investments show how preferred
structures can advance net cashflow, produce higher IRRs
and provide downside protection
500
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The covid-19
pandemic has
already created
some interesting
investment
opportunities for
preferred equity
investors
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Strip sales
Miller, Mullen and Turetsky say these
transactions allow LPs to reduce the
magnitude of commitments to
individual managers while continuing
to maintain exposure to the funds
and GP relationships.
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Joint ventures
These structures can be particularly
compelling amid volatility, allowing
sellers to retain future upside while
gaining immediate unfunded relief,
say Landmark Partners’ Barry Miller,
Geoffrey Mullen and Avi Turetsky.
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to read about some of
the near-term
challenges facing the
secondaries market
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And in the long run, get ready for a rebound
During the global financial crisis, secondaries deal volumes halved to $10bn in 2009, but there was $23bn of deal
volume in 2010, according to Greenhill managing director Andy Nick

The majority of funds raised in the five years leading up to the
covid-19 crisis exceeded capital raising expectations

There is a lot of dry
powder in the market,
and we expect a lot of
opportunities to snap
up assets at good
prices. Some sellers
are also going to have
to offload attractive
portfolios, particularly
where their portfolios
are suffering from the
denominator effect.
These factors could
make for an extremely
active 2021
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Mary Lavelle, Akin Gump

to read more about
how experts expect the
secondaries market will
shake off the effects of
covid-19

The secondaries
market is on a
longer-term
growth trajectory.
This crisis will only
strengthen that
Tjarko Hektor,
New 2nd Capital
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